Introducing the first On-The-Go Smart Security Alert
device designed with Contractors in mind!
Connected security devices are no longer just for the home or
office. Contractors need a way to keep an eye on their tools and
equipment while they work and play. Gear is too expensive to
leave unattended, so who watches all the stuff when you have to
step away to the job site or must leave the work truck in the
parking lot to get supplies or watch a little league game? Not to
worry, Larry’s got your back!
Introducing LarryAlert, the first pocket-sized connected smart alert
device of its kind, designed with adventure in mind! The
revolutionary 3D radar motion sensor creates a size controlled
virtual boundary that keeps an eye on your stuff while in crowded
areas or open public spaces. People can move around your truck
or trailer - no problem. As soon as anyone enters your radar
protected area, an instant alert along with a photo burst of
captured images is sent to your smartphone via state of the art
long range WiFi. The manual photo feature allows anytime photo
check on the area around your stuff. Smartphone App set-up
options allow for silent or siren mode and a built-in real time
streaming loudspeaker to greet friends or tell an intruder “hands

off my stuff”! Now you can take your stuff with you without your
stuff being taken from you.
No SIM card required. No monthly fees. Larry is designed as a
rugged weather resistant take-anywhere device. Powered by
exclusive 3D Radar sensing technology, the latest in embedded
WiFi technology, and a LiPo rechargeable battery. Featuring a
unique repositionable sticky backing, adjustable velcro strap, a
lock-down cable, SD card, charger adapter and micro USB cable.
Larry is simply the most unique portable security device ever
created.
You can purchase LarryAlert at www.larryalert.com and also find
additional details for this revolutionary new product.

